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Summary :


How do I remove pages from a PDF? Removing pages from a PDF is easier than you might think. You have many options to do it. Let’s explore some of the best ways to remove pages from a PDF.
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How to Delete Pages from PDF Free on Windows and Mac


Deleting pages from a PDF can be a daunting task, especially when you got thousand of pages to delete. But don’t worry! In this article, we’ll guide you step by step through removing pages from a PDF.

Whether you need to remove sensitive information, trim down a lengthy document, or simply declutter your files, we’ve got you covered. We’ll show you 3 easy methods to effortlessly delete any unwanted PDF pages.

The Quick Answer: Delete Pages from PDF Offline

Introducing PDFgear’s delete PDF pages feature, a professional and free tool for Mac and Windows. With just a few simple steps, you can quickly solve the problem of how to delete a page in a PDF. Try it now and experience its advanced features.



Delete PDF Pages

Without any limitations, 100% Free

Easily remove PDF pages with PDFgear. Free for Mac and Windows. Simple and professional PDF editing, without any cost.

For Windows 10 and 11

For MacOS Users





How to Remove Pages from a PDF on Windows PC

Windows doesn’t have a built-in tool for deleting PDF pages, and Adobe’s software is costly. Luckily, a free offline PDF editor named PDFgear offers a solution. It enables you to effortlessly remove any unwanted PDF page, resulting in a new file containing only the necessary pages.

PDFgear Desktop is a dedicated software when it comes to handling various PDF-related tasks, such as deleting PDF pages, editing PDFs, converting PDFs, compressing PDFs, and much more. Unlike some other so-called free PDF editors, PDFgear provides full access to advanced features.

Step 1. Download PDFgear for Free

PDFgear is totally safe and clean, with no malware and ads. Download PDFgear software, then install and launch it on your Windows PC.

Delete PDF Pages Free Offline

Step 2. Open PDF in PDFgear

Click “Open File” to import the PDF document, and then the PDF document will be opened in PDFgear Editor.

Open File in PDFgear Desktop


Click the “Pages” tab in the top toolbar, and then here you are provided with the option to delete pages, extract pages, insert pages, and other features.

Step 3. Remove PDF Pages

Click on the “Delete Pages” option in the toolbar. A new window will pop up, allowing you to select the pages you want to delete.

You can delete all blank PDF pages together by entering the page numbers. After selecting the pages, click on the “OK” button.

Delete PDF Pages with PDFgear Desktop


Finally, save the changes by clicking on the “Save” button in the toolbar. Your PDF document will now be updated with the deleted pages removed.

Save the PDF


You should note that PDFgear also works for Mac users with the same steps to remove page from PDF.

How to Delete Pages from PDF in Preview on Mac

If you’re a Mac user, you’re probably familiar with Preview, the default app for viewing PDFs and images. Over time, it has evolved into a robust tool for annotating and editing PDFs. To grasp how to delete PDF pages on Mac using Preview, follow the guide below.

Step 1. Open PDF with Preview

To start, double-click the PDF file you want to open in Preview. If it opens in another program like Adobe Reader, right-click the file, choose “Open with,” and select “Preview.”

Open PDF with Preview Application


Step 2. View Thumbnails

Navigate to the top menu bar, click “View,” then choose “Thumbnails.” This displays all pages as small images.

View the PDF Page Thumbnails


Step 3. Delete PDF Pages

Select the pages you want to delete. If you want to delete more than one page, please select the first page, then press and hold the “Command” key to select all the pages you want.

Delete PDF Pages with Mac Preview


Once the pages are selected, press the “Delete” key on your keyboard.

Another option is to access the “Edit” menu at the top of the screen and choose the “Delete” option. It’s important to note that deleting a page will also remove all annotations present on that particular page.

How to Remove Pages from PDF Online

When you need to remove pdf pages using just your phone, turn to PDFgear. It’s a powerful online PDF page remover, allowing you to batch delete pages from a PDF for free at any time. No hassle, no download, no watermark, no limitations. It offers advanced tools for editing, adding pages, converting, splitting, and reducing PDF size.

Now let’s see how to use PDFgear to remove pages from PDF files online on iPhone or Android phones.

Step 1. Access PDFgear Online Tool

Use any web browser like Google Chrome, Firefox, or Microsoft Edge to access PDFgear’s online PDF tools. To quickly reach the online PDF page remover, click the button below.

Delete PDF Pages Online

Click “Select PDF files” in the middle of the page. Choose your target PDF in File Explorer and click “Open.” This uploads your file to PDFgear, displaying the pages.

Open PDFgear Online PDF Page Remover


Step 2. Delete pages from PDF Online

Hover over the page you want to remove, single-click to select it, and double-click to uncheck it.

Remove the PDF Pages Online


To delete the chosen page, find the “Remove Pages” button on the right side and click it. This starts the removal process, effectively deleting the page.

Step 3. Download the new PDF file

PDFgear will create a new PDF after removing pages, with a download button provided. Click “Download” to save the new version to your computer.

Download the Changed PDF File


Delete Page From PDF: FAQs

How do I Remove Blank Pages from PDF Files?

Step 1. Drag and drop your PDF files into the PDFgear tool to delete pages. Your PDF documents will be uploaded automatically.

Step 2. PDFgear will show your PDF pages one by one. Choose the pages you want to delete, then click Delete.

Step 3. The chosen pages will be removed from the original PDF. Click Download for your new PDF file.

How do I Delete Pages from a PDF in Adobe Online?

Tap the “Select a file” button or drag your PDF into the drop area.> Pick the file you want to remove pages from.> Sign in when Acrobat finishes uploading.> Mark the page(s) you’re removing.> Use the trash can icon to delete selected pages.> Save your edited PDF with a new name.> Get the file or a shareable link.

Can you Delete Multiple Pages from a PDF?

Yes, you can. Just follow the simple steps:

Step 1. Open the PDF file in PDFgear desktop. Go to the “Page” tab in the top menu.

Step 2. Select the pages you want to delete by clicking on them. Right-click on the selected pages and choose “Delete” from the context menu.

Step 3. Confirm the deletion when prompted. Save the modified PDF file.

Conclusion

This article covers three free methods for PDF page removal. Whether you use Mac or Windows, this guide helps you remove unwanted pages offline.

If you prefer not to download third-party software, try the PDFgear online page remover for deleting PDF pages.
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